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Ah, the serenity gained through the educational prosess... Always remember to ignore the U rip-off and concentrate on the truly sublime.
(Hz?)

photo by cocks

Illustrious leader and Orientation chairman Ross Curry having his business shoes
shined by Danny Young. Shinerama chairman Karin Kaplin beams while holding
can. Froshette Trish Diver looks peeved. Greb 'Chairman of theBored' beagle is
lapping up the free front page plug.

Glorious, beloved leader Curry viewing regally his egg throwing
fiefs last Wednesday night. Frosh are those without caps. Later,
Curry exited and vanished, protected only by a beanie and skirt
after a flanking action by our very own constabulary momentarily
dismayed his assailants.
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Registrar Dueck doing something or other. Dueck was instrumental in
the orderly, sane registration procedure—or so we are told on both
counts. Additional story on page 10.

photo by glandfield

This starting backfield of Queens Golden Gaels was
36-15 lastSaturday. The next home game for the Hawks is tomorrow against Windsor—support your team by attending. Additional story on page 11.

part of the reason the Hawks lost

For an act to be accepted it must have an inventiveness and field ofits own. This includes all forms of
sensual experience. Rock 'n Roll has a very limited
lyric and melodic framework. The chordprogressions, beat and words by convention, are very simple. Sha Na Na's inventiveness thus must exist in a
different sphere. Theirs'is a visual happening. They
use the old movements of Rock 'n Roll, but exaggerate them to the absurd. This is the visual experience. All members of the group love what

they do and do it well. Their choreography and
timing is a Rock 'n Roll ballet. Many groups only
use this 'hyped' music theme to find appeal (eg.
Mothers, Bongo Dog Band, Country Joe.) However

as Donald Yorke of the Sha Na Na said, "Man, we
fill a gap." Perhaps we all are becoming tired of
hearing about dying. Is this then a reason for the
music field's recent shift into country-influenced
music? Most musicians played 'hyped' music are
very good since it is difficult to play out of key
and off the beat continually.
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Ludwing

Von Inchabood

Ludwig yon Ichabod is back!
Whoopee shit. For all you darling
Frosh who have no idea who the
hell I am, permit me to introduce
myself: I am he who puts insanity
and absurdity back to the wellordered cloister (better known as
Mother Lutheran) for hypocrites,
fakes, pseudo-intellectuals, idealists, sucks, lowly peons, and whathave-you. Yeah, baby, that includes you too!
At the football game, perhaps
I was myoptic or overly hammered in juice myself, however, I was
gratified—and disappointed too—
to see that many people remained
nicely sober, or quietly tanked to

Ludwig returned, but
we captured his likeness before

anomalous

the anonym hid

their gills. At least the gens d'arm
had an easy job.
It is refreshing to notice that
the Frosh mommy and daddy
brought into residence last Monday still retain restraint—or naivete—from the evils of alcohol, I
trust that this Saturday's game
with Windsor will prove differently. In short, they will have
caught onto the undercurrent
ways of student life: sex and
booze. May your hang-overs be
gentle.
Speaking of the blooming crop
of Freshettes this year, I have
heard many varying comments.
One senior student at the dances

held last Tuesday and Saturday
said that the Freshettes are quite
cold. Okay, girls, warm up, winter
is absolutely freezing this year.
Another comment is making its
rounds: the Freshettes are better
looking than ever. Ooops, there
goes my libido! However, can it
be that new faces make interesting subjects, and last year's
freshettes are old hats in the box.
(Remember Pistol Pete, guys?)
Or is it that the male specie is
looking for fresh (ette) game.
Why, I overheard one Soph complain that the feller who paid
so much attention to her last fall
is "hustling" this year's lovely

BfflS0S!!9 sez
V SPECIALS
with

...
*

With the purchase of one chicken dinner at regular price, get a
second dinner for one cent.

Offer Good This Day Only

Little Jack Homer
Stood on the corner
Waving his thumb with a will.
When up popped a cop
And his hitching was stopped
And now he is stuck with thebill.

V FISH OR PERCH DINNER
With the purchase of either a fish or perch dinner at regular price,
get an equivalent second dinner for one cent.

Offer Good This Day Only

Fines of $20 to $100 for hitch-hiking
on these highways.

* The Queen Elizabeth Way from
Toronto western city limits to
Lake Avenue in Hamilton, and
from Martindale Road in St. Catharines to Highway 405.

V LARGE OR SPORTSMAN PIZZA
THURSDAY
SEPT. 24

innocents. (Thank goodness to
last year's crop failure, and gungho to this years wild oats sowing!)
In the beef department, already
I hear people bitching about women's res rules—and from the
guys, yet! I mean, what's wrong
with combination locks on chastity
belts? Thank badness that there
aren't many lt midis" about the
campus, or else there'll have to
be a campaign to up the skirts.
Have you noticed how conservative this campus and its students
are? Oh, where, oh, where are the
idle radicals, shit-disturbers, social deviates, malcontents, militant "ban the bra and deodorant
feminists, crew-cut hippies, longhaired honours-business students,
"make love not sex" sloganists,
bawdy virgins, etc
Ah, but it's great to be back on
campus! To meet old friends with
their old hang-ups, and to make
new friends with new hang-ups.
Ha, man, university is the true
escape from the materialistic,
working society to boozing, studying and chasing women. And to
become complacent as hell.
Is the Bay of Pigs—or conversely. Pigs at Bay—justifiable
in the end? Ciao.

V CHICKEN DINNER

TUESDAY
SEPT. 22

WEDNESDAY
SEPT. 23

1970

With the purchase of either a large or sportsman pizza at regular
price, an equivalent second pizza for one cent.

Offer Good This Day Only

*

Highway 27 in the Toronto area

from Evans Avenue to Dixon road.

* Highway 400 from James Street
in Toronto to approximately 2
miles north of Highway 27 at
Barrie.
* Highway 401 from Highway 35
and 115 at Newcastle to Highway
10.
* The Airport Expressway, Toron-

to from Highway 401 to Dixon

road.

* The Ottawa Queensway from
Richmond road to Montreal road.
* Highway 402 at Sarnia from
Highway 7 to Mara Street, Point
Edward.

Free coupon given away toward

* The K-W Expressway and Highways 403, 405, and 406.

G&T

(1

BARBER SHOP

coupon per customer.)

Mens Hairstyling
WATERLOO SQUARE

745-9551

103 KING NORTH Waterloo
SAME DAY SERVICE
220 KING ST. W.

578-7410 P^o^son*

SWAN CLLAIMfcKb
OPPOSITE WLU

>Yaves0 c

WE
ACCEPT

I

,
,

l

APPOINTMENTS

~

on

HAIRSTYLING
wjth

COUPON

10% Student Discount
WATERLOO
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Student Union Building Nearing Completion
Pub question is unsettled
William Kirkwood
October 5 is the scheduled opening of the new campus centre
for WLU. There will be an official opening in November, but little has been said about this as of
yet. Originally, the building was
slated to be ready for the beginning of the fall term, but a construction strike (notably that of
the carpenters) held up progress.
Open hours will be determined by
student activity, staff requirements, maintenance problems,

etc.

The centre will be equipped with
five regulation size Brunswick
pool tables, a shuffleboard, and
ping pong facilities; all located
on the third floor. Also on this
floor will be a lounge, and several
offices. There is a whole warehouse of furniture to be delivered
still.
Radio-Waterloo will be found in
the Concourse lobby. Of the offices
on the third floor, most will be
concerned with the Board of Publications. The Student Directory,
Chiaroscuro,
Phogography department (replete with two dark
rooms). Cord, etc. will all have
their offices located here. In addition, a large work room for the
use of these departments will be
provided.

Floor four is accoustically designed, with brick tiling, a walking
deck, with glass doors, and a bar,
(or at least the facilities for one)
to complement the huge ballroom
with oak panelling, a lounge and
even a fireplace. Indirect lighting
adds effect, and colours of purple,
yellow and mauves add brilliance
to the building. The colour schemes were decided upon by students
with Julie Dandas having a great
deal of influence.
The idea of a pub night has to be
cleared with the administration
but the University hasn't been approached yet. If a pub is okayed,
there will be strict rules in accordance with Provincial laws regarding liquor. In the case of intoxication, or improper behavior,
the person or persons will merely
be asked to leave. Policing by students is hoped for. Since the pub
night would be a weekly affair,
special permit licenses are required. The last Winter Carnival
saw a large number of liquor laws
broken, and this is expected to
have a certain deterrent affect
upon the Administration's decision. It is hoped that we can still
have a pub, but the answer cannot
be definite as we aren't established in the building yet; a lot is up

in the air and change is still going
on.
The campus centre was first
conceived in 1965. The Student Union became involved in a national
association of Student Unions, including representatives from Quebec Ontario and other provinces.
Following this, a plebiscite of
WLU decided to increase fees by
$10.00 per student; the money
from this to be put into a trust
fund for the University until the
students decided to build.
The first definite plans were
presented in the spring of 1969 by
architects Kruschen and Daly.
Construction began last October.
Costing $628,000. the building was
financed for $350,000 and the balance was reached from sale of the
old student Union building, student union fees, and a gift from the
Board of Governors. The building
is being constructed by Wolfe construction. The first, rejected,
plans were replaced by the new
plan with silos to offset the rectangular look of the building which
some thought had already been overdone on WLU.
Presently, staff are needed for
the building and a union manager
is being sought.
photo by gingerich

Board of Publications new offices—note particularly the keen interior
decoration

SAC Stance
at the Start of the Term
Central financing for all clubs

photo by gingerich

The big bad SAC president, Jim Lawson—all snafus are traced back to
Jim.

SUBOG

-

.

-

-

Student awards audited

ucation.

Mr. Braden pointed out that
there have been some changes

made this past year that the students of our University should be

oration of the Board of Publica-

tions will be completed by the end
of September. This act will provide a measure of protection in the
event of lawsuits arising from student publications. Also to be considered are changes in bylaws and
SAC job descriptions, as well as
several basic revisions.
The loss of $16,000, despite careful planning, by Winter Carnival
last year has necessitated closer
co-ordination between SAC and
the various campus clubs and organizations. This will be accomvisions by the students before being put up for adoption into the
constitution.
Constitutional revision is proceeding as in past years. Incorp-

for all you tyros, subog is the student union board of governors

Subog entails a most important to university, I have found, is
aspect of student life on campus... involvement
if you wish to be
social life. We in 5.U.8.0.G. try to successful here you must get inco-ordinate the student's social volved in some activity dealing
and academic endeavours while with people, whether it be a chess
club, sky diving, hockey, football,
attending university. We deal basically with social events such as etc. Academics are only a part
clubs, dances, student problems of the reason for your being here
and any form of entertainment some of the others are: meeting
during the school session. The key new people, new opportunities, ex-

-~2prace Braden the Awards Officer of Waterloo Lutheran University has indicated that well over half of the student body of our
University participated in the Ontario Student Awards Program
during the 1969-70 academic year.
He feels that, with some qualifications, the Program achieved its
main objective which is to assist
all students who are qualified to
Pursue Post Secondary School Ed-

Charles Yolleck
As a new year begins, the Student's Administra f ive Council is
once again hard at work. The SAC
derives its power from the constitution and acts as liason between
faculty and students and as a governing body for student affairs.
While remaining completely student run, it has been instrumental
in obtaining student representation in faculty councils and the
Senate.
Of interest to all is the forthcoming Paper on the Rights and
Responsibilities of Students. After
months of research at Universities
across the country, Chairman Don
Mitchell hopes to publish his report by December 1. This student's
bill of rights will be open to re-

aware of. First of all the assessing
of applications has been centralized in Toronto. He said that this
will now be done by computer in
Toronto, where formerly it was
done in the Awards Office at the
University. In addition he was
anxious that all students understand that a system of verification and audit has been instituted
by the Department of University
Affairs.

He suggested that students who
plan to apply for assistance should
do so as quickly as possible to
avoid any delay that could cause
students inconvenience.

changing ideas and trying to make
this world a better place to live in.
Too many people to-day are apathetic! Be one of the "now generation" and get involved with your
fellow man. We, as always are
looking for new faces to help us to
carry out student activities on
campus. -Feel free at anytime to
either drop in on campus (next to
Dean Nichols office) or phone me
personally at 579-6794 We need
youand your talents.

-

Student activities
All rooms for meetings, clubs,
guests, etc. must be booked be
forehand.
Bookings must be accompanied
by a booking form on bulletin
board outside Dean Nichol's Office, filled in accordingly and submitted well in advance to John Myles, Chairman of 5.U.8.0.G.
Applications to be placed in
5.U.8.0.G. mail slot in secretary's
office, Student's Council Building.
All posters must be Subog approved or they will be torn down
tout dc suite!!

-

If you wish announcement of
your club meeting, etc. to be announced (Radio Waterloo) or in
Cord (What's Happening?) submit advertisement complete to
5.U.8.0.G. 1 week beforehand
and we will see that it is taken
care of promptly!
Formation of all clubs on campus must be 5.U.8.0.G. approved President of club to arrange
meeting with J.A. Myles to discuss club.
For financial assistance clubs
are to see G. Hahn, 5.U.8.0.G.
treasurer. Clubs are allowed to
run concessions at dances to help
with their finances if arranged
well beforehand with 5.U.8.0.G.
We in student activities are always looking for new ideas for improvement of our office: activities. Feel free to approach us any
time with any brainstorm that
would help us get more involved
on campus.

-

-

MY DOOR IS ALWAYS OPEN
John Myles.

Chairman, 5.U.8.0.G.

plished

through

the Activities

Committee and the use of Cen-

tral Financing.
Central Financing is a completely new innovation this year. SAC
will act as a central bank for all
clubs. This will ease pressure on
the local banks, some of which
had "dud" accounts, ten years old,
and will also greatly facilitate
paper work. In all these accounts
yielded over $1,000 in unused
funds.
This year all clubs will deposit
their funds with the SAC treasurer. Ledger cards will keep a record of all accounts and monthly
statements will be sent to all clubs.
The SAC treasury will then deposit the funds in one bank ac-

count.

In order to withdraw money
from the SAC bank account, the
club president will come to SAC
treasurer, Steve Currie, and request that a cheque for the desired amount be made out. The
cheque will be signed by the SAC
treasurer and president fo SAC.
This system will allow professional auditing.
Under the proposed new constitution. Chairman Jim Tubbs of
the Activities Committee will act
as a co-ordinator for all major
social activities. He will meet
jointly with the Chairmen of
SUBOG, Winter Carnival, Homecoming and Orientation Committees to settle conflicts that may
arise.
In order to further facilitate
matters, SAC had hired Joe Rechia. He is and has been, the fulltime activities Director at UniWat, and will bring his expert advice to those groups who desire to
hire live entertainment.
The first SAC meeting will be
held Friday, September 18, 1970, at
3:00. President Jim Lawson, VicePresident Bob Purdon, External
Vice-President Anne Welwood, Internal Vice-President John Buote,
and the other members of SAC invite you to attend.

Friday, September 18,
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With another term

just beginning, I'd
]

"

'

like to clear up a
few MISCONCEPTIONS
about our SCHOOL

University. Student's Administrative CouncJHPublications. The Cord is a member of the Canadian University Press service.
Phone: 745-6119
Office: Student Union Building
Editor-in-Chief: Tonu Aun
Managing Editor: Rex Bradley
Photo Editor: Dave Glandfield
Newt Editor: Steve Young
Sports Editor: Andres Loosberg
Business Editor: Al Wilson
Ad Manager: Mike Parker
Publications Chairman: Bill Scott
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HISTORY teaches a
BLIND ACCEPTANCE of
ANONYMOUS AUTHORITY!
That wonderful wellI-guess-he-knowswhat-he's-doing

SYSTEM. PARTICULARLY this queer

mentality!

idea that we're
here to EDUCATE

for the budding TAXPAYER or JUNIOR

people!

EXECUTIVE!

Now we feel that

ART, LANGUAGES, and
SCIENCE teach the
substitution of
APPEARANCES for the
SUBSTANCES of things

GREAT

Throne Speech
The Board of Pubs has finally bowed to the times, albeit
through desperation—voluntary labour is out currently.
Yours truly has usurped (ed note: by default, with minimal
conscious volition) the exalted throne of resident radical
(ie. paid). However, resident radical is a misnomer. The
Cord Weekly has never been radical, unless connotatively,
radical means any questioning of the status quo. If this
latter sated and stilted definition is valid then the Cord
would consider radical an honorific term.

EDUCATION as such
is strictly the rol<

'

of BUSINESS and
OUR job
INDUSTRY!

Unfortunately, we cannot accept the title since the definition is naive. What the Cord wants to become is a provoking thorn to dogma—all and any dogma.

Ideas have conditional validity only. Dogmatists lose this
perspective, thereby jeopardizing objectivity. Our miniscule thorns cannot draw blood unless the recipients skin is
onion thin. Ah, but thin skin masochistically invites such
thorns—ain't radical rhetoric massive in its majestic move
meT.V '(ucuis'iatioh: verbal diarrhea is maivy': W* Mfccts aie
valid only if they are logically defensible.

trinate children

And that whole mishmash of NEEDLESS

with

the BASIC
VALUES of our SOC-

DISCIPLINE, LATE
SLIPS and (haw)

IETY! To quash INITIATIVE! To dest-

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

is simply to indoc-

,
,

teaches a HIGH
tolerance of

FUTILITY!

For example, MATHteaches a kid to

We find the BRIGHT
kids catch on about

lose sight of an

grade ELEVEN and
oUIT! The slow

objective in a
MORASS of PETTY

Our above policy statement, having been imparted with

such clarity, invites the question, "What the hell is the Cord
attempting to accomplish?". You let us know what you
want—after all the paper must be representative.

ones have to go on
to UNIVERSITY! The
real NUM-NUMS NEVER
learn and go on to
become IDEALISTS!

A key

DETAIL!

quality for future
CIVIL SERVANTS or

CLERKS!

Oh yes, when, in the presence of the editor—bowing is
not necessary—a reverant "your majesty" is sufficient.

-

To
roy CURIOSITY!
dull REASONING!

BUSINOOZ:

Managing Editor Swings
at Peters' Speech
The centrespread this week as
you have seen, is really a policy
statement by the president. Hopefully, this is present and future
policy as it certainly is not applicable in retrospect.
When one goes into history to
justify the contemporary, he
must face the inevitable criticism
of another who uses a different
time to establish an opposing view.
It is not enough to go back one
hundred years to show why universities are or are not relevent or
contemporary. Let us go back to
Italy where the modern university began and try and justify our
or any other institution. There,
when students banded together
collectively to hire an expert to
impart his knowledge to them,
the university was born. (Consult
Chene on Medieval History to
learn more if you are interested).
The Administration came much
later and over a period of time
successfully usurped the power
which naturally lay in the hands
of students.
Students and faculty are not
part of the university. They are
the university. And if at some
point in time they develop a
corporate identity, it behooves
that university to act in concert
for its own survival. Does anyone
remember Harvard refusing to
allow the Selective Service System access to student's records
so that the lower echelon could
be drafted? One could hardly
call this a threat to academic
freedom, and yet there is no
doubt that this is a case of aligning "itself as an institution with a

political movement."
The reference to "program of
action" appears to say this is a

part of university life. Why is it
then that the president last year

said in effect "even if Schneider's
does pollute that stream and
under pressure does nothing about
that pollution the university cannot and will not condone picketing by its students operating as a
corporate body."?
There are professors on this
campus who identify with pollution and the War etc. To our
knowledge the biology chairman
is identified completely with his
cause (much to his credit) but he
is not troubled by the Administration because pollution is a
cause celebre. However, if you
identify with the Arabs, for instance, you not only end up completely "outside of the University"
but effectively blackballed from
all the rest.

The president certainly has a
way with words and his use of the
community pops up often. For
some "community" means simply
the university, but for others it
means a movement of professors
and students that sprang up last
year for intellectual reasons and
the necessity of academic excellence. Some staff who fought it
because of xenophobia and paranoia have already delivered
some eulogies. This university
because of its religious affiliation
is fortunate because of the resurrection and second coming of
that community. To paraphrase
Molly Brown "we ain't down yet".
So the Molly Browns are back
fighting for many of the president's desires, namely a loving,
thinking and democratic community.

.

Kasualty Korner

CORD STAFF
MEETING

CORD OFFICE

(or

MONDAY
7 PM

English Elections
Rick Hilborn and Randy MacKenzie, interim co-chairmen of
the English Council, have called
for a general election of English
representatives from each English class. The elections will be
held in the next week with eacl.
class electing one representative
for the council. Anyone now enrolled in an English course will
be eligible to nominate and to
vote for anyone in his class and

section.
When asked about the upcoming vote, Randy MacKenzie said,
"I hope all the students involved
will try to elect a person who will
be responsible both to his class
and to the Department." First
meeting of the English Council
will be called shortly after the
representatives are selected.

Rex Bradley, the Cords new managing editor-the way he looked
before summer job applications and the mower.

With a cough and a sputter and
boom the School of Business is
off to anotherroaring start. Orders
are now being taken for your own
authentic Herbie Doll. Those who
pre-registered and were sent a
letter to register on September 16
arrived to find that school started
two days before.
Other than that and a very few
time changes on the class schedule, everything went smoothly

I

did it?).

I heard Professor Carrol is running a Shinerama to raise funds to
buy textbooks for the students of

Business 3588.
Those who wish to order a one
year subscription to the Wall
Street Journal may do so by placing their order with the Journal's
special, on-campus representative.
Dr. B. Healey, Vice President,
WLU. Subscription cost is $16.00
per year. (We are not sure how
much of this cost is Dr. Healey's,
Commission. Perhaps upon inquiring he will volunteer such information, though I doubt it.)

CLUB NITE
tuesday

7

-

10

ATTEND!!

JOIN!!

Bill Hawks/The Electric Gallery, 272 Avenue Road, Toronto Canada
October 6, 1970

September 17 to
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What The Opinion Makers
Really Mean
Colonialism see Imperialism. The same rules apply.

Decent see Obscenity, also Pragmatism.

The Enemy Everybody knew who the enemy was
during World War 11. After that enemies became friends
and many friends became the enemies. Lately some of
these enemies' status has improved. Thus Canadian
newsmedia are currently running short of enemies,
especially since the Chinese are buying so much
Canadian wheat. In consequence of all this, "the
enemy" in our newsmedia nowadays most probably
refers to an impoverished skinny peasant fighting for his
life in the jungles of Indochina. That he usually never
even has heard of Canada is immaterial. The important
point is that he is not grateful for being showered with
American napalm, defoliants and anti-personnel bombs.
His enemy status becomes even more odious when in
addition to this ungratefulness he is outraged about the
racism and the looting and raping carried on by his
liberators. Anybody who is that ungrateful is automatically the enemy.

Imperialism The most important rule to remembe
is that this word must never, under any circumstance:
be preceded by the two letters- US, unless it is ver
clearly in quotation marks. For if the country that lie
between Canada and Mexico has bases in some 40 land!
if it sends the marines wherever in the world some
thing happens its leaders don't like, or if it keeps a tigr
grip on more than 50% of the world's resources (indue
ing, incidentally, in Canada) this certainly is not irr
perialism. Because all this is done for the dignity c
free men everywhere. On the other hand, nowadays nc
even the poor British or French can be sure that the
name will not be put before the word imperialism (re
member what happened in Suez 1956?). One suspect
that even Canada is not immune to this level (the recer
invasion of Blame is a case in point; or wasn't this
mild, if unofficial, case of Canadian imperialism?- (son
no quotation marks)). Naturally, anything the currer
bad guys do is imperialism. Even if they don't have on
soldier in foreign lands and even if they don't explo
other countries, somehow they manage to be im
perialists. Anybody who cannot see that is obvioush
a pinko and a commie-symp or a fascist (depending

entirely on who the current bad guys- srei; 4f -he is
lucky, he is a woolly-headed liberal or politically naive.

Junkie, Dope Fiend There are degrees 6f fiendishness when it comes to drugs. The drunken driver who is
stoned out of his mind and who in this condition not
surprisingly kills or maims a few people, is never a
junkie or a dope fiend. He just had bad luck (especially,
of course, if he gets caught). But the youngster who gets
caught with a few leaves of grass that in any case can
never get him into the same condition in which the
dead-drunk driver finds himself, may well read in next
day's paper that he is a junkie or at least on the way to
becoming one. Conversely, there is of course nothing
fiendish about the high society wife who creates havoc
in the home if for one day she is deprived of the
barbituates to which she got addicted with her doctor's

professional help.

Obscenity Anything that suggests that sex is beautiful
healthy, may be obscene, especially if it is too
descriptive and too honest. On the other hand, if sex is
shown to be ugly, dirty and evil, this is usually called

and

decent. There is of course nothing obscene about
detailed and gory descriptions of murder or any other
act of brutality and violence (unless, naturally, it is
connected with sex).

Pragmatic Identical with good, sensible, decent,
realistic, good guy, and similar connotations. The most
flattering compliment that can be bestowed on the
current bad guys, for it means that they are not entirely
lost and that they too have a chance to become one of
these days good, sensible, decent, realistic, in short:
good guys.
Hippie 1. Any young or youngish male who does not

wear the proper uniform, i.e. a necktie, clean shoes,
ironed clothing, etc. 2. One who looks as if he forgot to
shave and whose haircut would not pass a military
inspection. 3. In the case of females almost anybody
who refused to ape the dictates of the fashion designers
in Paris or New York. While in these three cases the
hippie status may at times be doubtful, it becomes
firmly established once it is accompanied by behavior
that is considered anti-social, criminal, etc.

Reasonable, Rational, Mature, Sensible, etc. Any act
or opinion that does not threaten or question the
assumptions of the liberal — conservative establishment.

Unreasonable, Irrational, Immature, Dangerous, etc.
Any act or opinion that threatens or questions the
assumptions of the liberal
conservative establishment.

—

by O.E. Delmos

—reprint from the Peak
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Address to student leaders, September 5,1970

A his week the universities of Canada will enroll thous- University. In order to do justice to free inquiry, the
ands of our best young people. Their parents have invested t ;hurch-related university must guard the rights of those
many hopes and aspirations with some strong expectations i vho criticize the church. Christianity may be the motivatof what the university should offer their children. Some ing force for many professors in such an institution but
parents and, I am sure, many young people will be dis- 1 :hese must put their views and their lives alongside those
appointed.
who have different views so that students may choose on
The nature of the university is changing. I read recent- 1 the open market-place of ideas.
ly in an article by D. Carlton Williams, President of the
Perhaps we should point to another function of the uniUniversity of Western Ontario, that the Chinese have a
versity which is under pressure today. The university must
saying to the effect that they would wish for their enemies
not abandon free inquiry to more immediate goals. The
that they be born into changing times. If this is so, says
war in Vietnam, pollution, the population explosion and
Williams, the enemies of the university must be happy
the poverty question are most pressing problems but they
indeed "since its rate of change is such that whatever it's
in themselves must not become the core concern of the
university. The university is dedicated to digging up the
essence' the ostensible nature of the contemporary University in January is not necessarily its nature in May."
facts related to these problems and to developing sound
theories to be tested by programs of action. The university
What keeps changing is not so much the facts but the
is also responsible for motivating the students in areas
neanings which people attach to these facts. This does
'Df social concern. However, the university community
lot mean that there is no continuity to university life.
must not abandon its principal function but must trust
Psychologists still discuss the nature-nurture problem,
jconomists are concerned with supply and demand, Eng1 others to share the burden of using the information in
ish majors debate Hamlet's sanity, professors refer to I Dolitics, business, religion, etc. This does not mean that
I professors should not be deeply involved in the promotion
earned journals and students still cut classes.
< )f programs of social betterment. However, a professor
me
remind
those
who
consider
our
American
uniLet
loes not abandon his classroom functions or obligations
versitiesarchaic that this institution as we know it is hardthat deeply 100 years old. It dared to break the classical bonds in 1 in favour of his community concern. If he feels
identify himself completely
concern,
about
a
he
should
ly
|
it
the 1860s and become •'contemporary." Thus developwith it outside of the university.
er) all thp darinp innnvatinns wlych many today consider to,
There are also a few myths which you as student leadbe outdated. The ideal for those daring educators was a ers must help the incoming freshmen reject. Michael Hornliberal university "devoted to the preservation, transyansky, Professor of English at Brock University, demission and expansion of all knowledge." In a general veloped a number of them so well in an address to prinsense this university would be part of society but in speccipals and guidance officers.
ifics it would be removed from society in order "to do its
There is the myth that man's prime duty is to have fun
own thing."
and therefore everything in the classroom should be enThe development of the university, as we now know it, joyable. Surely students should enjoy their university exhas not reached the Utopian plateau. Further changes are perience but that does not mean a non-stop hit parade.
necessary and inevitable. However, in the process of The best pleasure is the kind you work for; and the rarest
changing things let us beware of those who would destroy pleasures come from mastering something difficult.
the institution itself while offering nothing with which to
Many years ago I learned the irregular verbs of the
replace its necessary functions. Permit me, therefore, to Hebrew language. I challenge anyone to show me an ensuggest to you as student leaders a few functions which joyable approach to such learning. The enjoyable aspect
our universities must continue to fulfill in our society. Uncame when I suddenly found myself reading literature in
less students such as you understand these functions and the original.
support the university in its effort to fulfill them, our efThis does not mean that professors must necessarily
forts will not be successful.
be boring. It does mean that acquiring tools for independent
Professor George J. Stigler of the University of Chicago thought and research is not one grand ball. I doubt if it
says that "the university is by design and effect the insever will be.
Hornyansky mentions a second myth which follows
titution in a society which creates discontent with existing moral, social and political institutions and proposes the notion of perpetual fun, namely, that the world is abnew institutions to replace them." Not everyone will apsurd, and the only way to beat it is to join it by becompreciate this view but consider the alternatives. What haping absurd yourself. I am sure the world is neither more
pens to a society in which the universities no longer chalnor less absurd than it ever was. What those who espouse
lenge traditional philosophies? The university must resuch a view really mean is that they cannot cope.
University is a place where you should grow up fast. A
main an institution in which philosophically imaginative
men, freed from any pressures except those which they
child wants to win every time and unless it can, it doesn't
place upon themselves as an academic discipline, are told want to play any more. "Opting out" is neither possible nor
moral, spiritual and
to follow inquiry wherever it leads them. This makes a profitable. The answer is growth
intellectual.
university community inherently a disruptive force.
Milton Friedman writing in Newsweek made a most
And then there is the myth which says we cannot communicate. We are supposed to be so unique and our time
valid point when he reminded educators that "the instrument of criticism and dissent is the individual" not the so novel that transgenerational understanding just isn't
university in some group sense. A professor, says Friedpossible. This just isn't true. Men of thought and goodwill
have always understood each other and have used the
man, may become an unmitigated nuisance, or even,
with great luck, a serious threat to political or social thoughts of others as jumping off places for new approachgroups, but the university as a community is no part of es. Life is too short and too complicated to always begin
from scratch.
this professor's party.
To reject the past as being out-of-date is mad. Nothing
If a university is properly staffed with mature, independent thinkers, some of the dissenter's colleagues will is ever really understood until it is understood historically.
surely deny the validity of the ideas put forth. In this process of intellectual refinement an idea is made to stand on
The kind of knowledge one gets from "doing his own
its own two feet. Where professors or students insist on thing" just will not build a civilization.
total university support for ideas, a serious threat to acaLet me conclude by mentioning one more myth. Love is
supposed to be all that matters. As inviting as this may
demic freedom emerges.
This also means that a university dare not align itself sound to you, permit me to interject a discordant note.
as an institution with a political movement. When this oc- Love needs a definition and love without understanding
can only lead to self-deception. While I would want to be
curs, it becomes an instrument of oppression. By endorsing one view wholeheartedly, it immediately censures all part of a loving community, I know from experience that
it will have to be a thinking community as well.
opposing views.
This view has serious implications for a church-related
Welcome to WLU.
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Dr Peters, president of Waterloo Lutheran Universi

The Cord is publishirtj those two speeches of Dr. Peters to allow you, the students,- some concept of the Administration's attitudes or views towards education in genera/, and education at WLU
specifically. Admittedjy, 'he views expressed are those of only one administrator. Dr. Peters. However, Dr. Peters
is the president of the University and
consequently his views must, to a great
extent, be representative of the administration.
These speeches are the way the unidon't you forget the
versity thinks
views concealed under the jhetoric baby.
students to
It is our
IBinn objectively
question these
is education.
5
and subjectively!
A student newspaper is the most obvious
forum for such dialogue With this in mind we
encourage you to read these speechs with a
critical mind, but not a fcied'one.
In addition to reading Dr. Peters'
speeches, we invite ,ou to examine as
written by
thoroughly the
Cord staff members, appearing else-
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Address to general assembly, September 15,1970
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A am pleased to be able to welcome the new and returning students to our campus. I sincerely trust that this will
be a good year for each of you and for me as well.
Universities have come under severe criticism in the
last years. It seems that everyone wants to change them,
but there is little agreement with respect to the model
which could guide such change.
There are those who would introduce a strong political
motif to the life and mission of the University. The University should "get with it" and concern itself less with the
profundities of Plato and concentrate on the real "gut"
issues of our society.
There are others who feel strongly that the University
must not be controlled by a particular political stance
any more than a surgeon dare become too emotionally involved with the person on the operating table. He must concentrate his professional skills on the task before him in
order to do that job with precision and commitment.
In the face of increasing enrollments, expanding knowledge, and climbing costs, schools and colleges are less
eager to question what they are doing than simply to find
ways of doing more of it.
A mere enlargement of the system, however, will not
suffice to meet the educational challenges being posed by
changes in technology, politics, and in society.
After finding room for the student at college, jjs?jl.must
ask what kind of world he will inhabit, what it wiil demand of him, and how we can prepare him for it.
Today's college student needs preparation for a world
in which he must play a variety of roles and even adopt
new roles perhaps several times in his life; an impersonal
world in which he must, nevertheless, manage to remain
an individual and assert his individuality; a world with
an awesome potential for either utopia or disaster.
How can the university possibly teach this student all
that he must know? The answer is, of course, that it cannot. What the university teaches and how well, are far
more important, I believe, than how much it teaches—explosion in knowledge notwithstanding. It is time for us to
act on the knowledge that education is not a matter of how
much content has been pumped into a student and that
educational growth is not a one-to-one correspondence with
lectures attended.
With this in mind, the University which you are now attending has made a few very basic decisions. One decision
concerns itself with the size of the university. In our projection for the next five years we have assumed that
Waterloo Lutheran University will not increase much in
numbers.
The second decision concerns the proliferation of courses in the curriculum. A school such as ours cannot attempt to teach everything that should be taught. We must
make a decision as to what we can teach well and then
go about the business of doing just that.
Permit me now to announce a few changes which we
hope to implement this year.
1. Last night the Executive of the Board of Governors
instructed me, as chairman of the Senate, to reconstitute
the Senate of this university. The new Senate will meet on
October 29 of this year and eight students are "to be
elected by the student body before the first day of May in
any year and to serve for the following calendar year. One
of the students so elected must be a graduate student during his term of office." I am requesting the president of
the Students Administrative Council to implement this
election as soon as possible so that these students may
join us in the Senate this fall.
Furthermore, the By-laws of the new Constitution state
that "the meetings of the Senate may be attended by any
person who so wishes, unless otherwise ordered by the
Senate, but without the privilege of the floor. However,
non-members shall be allowed to address the Senate at the
discretion of the Chairman or upon a motion from the floor
supported by 1/3of the members present and voting."
The section of the Constitution dealing with membership on the Board of Governors calls for two students to be

elected from nominations made by the Students Administrative Council. However, this section of the Constitution
must first be ratified by the Eastern Canada Synod next
Junebefore it can be put into force.
2. The Executive of the Board of Governors decided
last night to appoint a Committee for the selection of an
architect for the proposed Athletic Center. Several studentfaculty committees have worked diligently on the plans
and we are now ready for the architect and engineer to do
the design work and work on the actual plans and specifications. The place for the Athletic Center has been chosen
by the All-Campus Planning Council. The Center will contain a swimming pool, game rooms, squash courts, etc.
The Center reflects our philosophy of providing better facilities for our on-campus students and we hope to spark
enthusiasm for intra-muraland inter-residence sports.
We hope to break ground for the center next year since
the architect and engineer will require at least ten
months to complete all the plans and drawings.
3. The date for the occupation or liberation of the Campus Center has now been set for October 5. Although we
still have a few plumbing problems (as you know, the
plumbers are on strike)
we think we can have the
building ready for you on this revised target date.
4. Our negotiations with the University of Waterloo have
resulted in an Agreement of Cooperation which was sign;.
Ed this summer by the Chairmen of the Boards and the
Presidents. The Agreement was first ratified by the Executive of our Senate and the Senate of the University of
Waterloo. The Agreement makes possible cross-registrations by students. Unfortunately, the mechanics of the
Agreement could not be completed until September 8 and,
therefore, few students will be able to avail themselves of
this arrangement this year. However, we believe that in
the future we will be able to cooperate in a number of
areas to the advantage of the students of both universities.
5. For some time students on our campus have asked
for a review of our policy on the use of alcohol on campus.
We have been modifying our policy over the years but
the Executive of the Board last night asked me to work
directly with the Students Administrative Council, residences, Councils and faculties in order to present a new
policy statement for the consideration of the Board of
Governors.
I intend to visit the residences for open hearings and together we want to formulate a policy with which we as a
WLU family can live.
The emphasis of the discussions will center on the misuse of alcohol rather than on its use. I realize that any
policy which will work will have to have the cooperation
of the students; therefore I hope we can, together, develop a policy for which the students will take major responsibility and make it work.
6. It seems that every campus today has drug users. I
need not remind you of the legal implications of drug use.
My concern this morning is to invite students who need
help to visit our counseling and health centers. I want to
assure those students that our health officers and counselors are under instruction to protect the identity of those
seeking help. This does not mean that we condone or encourage such a practice. What it does mean is that we will
try to give help to those desiring it without jeopardizing
their stay at the University.
However, I must also tell you that we take a different
attitude toward pushers and traffickers. We will cooperate with the authorities in an effort to apprehend
those who use our campus for illicit trafficking of drugs.
Such people are not welcome at WLU and I want them to
know that right now.
I hope you will enjoy your stay at Waterloo Lutheran
University. Please feel free to come and see me when
you are in a bind and when you feel that others have not
been able to help. I cannot promise to solve all of your
problems but I do pledge myself to listen and to try to
be fair and cooperative.
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BETT'S SHOPETTE
Cor. King & Marshall

To be or not to be a toilet-paper salesman

9 am- 11 Dm DAILY

If you are under the impression that life is not absurd
then consider for a moment the following all too true incident. A Waterloo Lutheran University graduate recently
told me that he was lucky enough to get a job at $7200.00 a
year, car provided, selling toilet paper for the Face-Elle
Corporation. Now I readily accept the fact that of all the facets that contribute to the smooth functioning of a society,
toilet paper probably ranks fairly high on the list of absolute necessities and that the manufacture and distribution
of said commodity is essential to the present acceptable
standard of living. What I do find terrifying is the gleeful
aura of importance that this particular graduate placed on

ICE CREAM CONES

INDIA CONDIMENTS
GROCERIES
TOBACCO

DAIRY PRODUCTS
SUNDRIES

WATERLOO TAXI

the job considering the time, money, and personal involvement that had gone into his development prior to his
acceptance of the job. Looking at this specifically, and
acknowledging the risk of excluding all that went
the beginning of his University career, our subject devote
four years of his time, $12,000 (est) of (his, parents, governments) money and a not inconsiderable amount of work in
..um..academic pursuit. For all it means, and it hurts to
say it, he may just as well take the damn degree and put
it to its obvious use...the ultimate piece of toilet paper. In
terms of values this whole thing exemplifies the status quo.

55 KING ST. N.
30 Radio Dispatched
Cars To Serve You
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"FACTORY OUTLET"
THE SWEATER SHOP
TIT. King St. N.
Waterloo

How absurd can we really be?

Excellent Quality Men's & Womens
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GIRLS SPORT
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CURLING COATS
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Ultimately there must be some way around all this and I
think if there is it is to be found, strangely enough, in the
University. My reason for saying this, is to be sure, vague,
niore what
called belief that actual reason. Nevertheless our values are based on our beliefs which themselves are our personal ideas of right and wrong, good and
bad, and so on. The University simply provides the student
with time, immunity, and a sympathetic environment for
the most part with which a student can begin to come to
grips with questions regarding his values and life style;,
ultimately, "Am I doing the right thing at the right time
and for the right reasons?''
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It's nice to know'you're
near one.
The Commerce.
Come in.
And find out how more of us
can do more for you.
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Cord columnist and philosopher
("The great russian general Ivan
Ivanovich once said . .") Dave

.

Forsee as moderator for Frosh as.'But I was only told'
sembly
three hours ago."
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Peters' proposals
questioned
Ludwig von Ichabod

President Peters' address to the
students, last Tuesday held very
few surprises. The new proposals
were disappointing to the student
body at large. However, it is a beginning; at least we have heard a
policy statement officially from
the Administration. How fast
these proposals of intent for action
start to take effect may certainly
be a different matter entirely.
The proposed addition of 8
students into the Senate may mean
nothing more than tokenism, or.
plastic representation to appease
student unrest. It sounds wonderful to have "student participation and representation" in the
Administration; however, a oneterm office in the Senate cannot
truly give the students a chance
to get their feet wet before the
term of office is up. There is no
mention of second-terms or reelections,

There's a Commerce branch
at

27 KING ST. NORTH AT ERB

<i>

CANADIAN IMPERIAL

BANK OF COMMERCE

i

Furthermore, are these studentsenators to have the same privileges as the regular senators,
or will they be treated as student
voice best left to be ignored in
major policy changes? In addition, the majority of the students
are unaware of the activities of
the Senate. Official Administrative publications hardly ever elaborate on the workings of that
body. This tends to restrict the
number of students interested in
this position.
Moreover, are the elections of
student representatives as un-

If you choose to entertain such questions, seriously, this
may well be the hardest time of your life. If you choose to
ignore these questions, that is, to continue to float alonnjf
a highly mechanized fog..have fun. It's the
between toilet paper and Parchment.

booze question should have been solved already

fortunate as S.A.C. elections where
the candidates win mainly on popularity rather than performance?
Are the qualifications for office
same as those prescribed in the
Student Handbook.
The by-law of the Senate Constitution is hedging with its clause
for in camera sessions. This bylaw may well restrict many of
the meetings to interested students. Once before in the past,
supposed opened Senate meetings
were closed to students.
How the 2 students are to be
nominated from SAC officiais
makes one wonder. Who from the
SAC office decides who is qualified. In the past, favouritism played a major role in nominating
people. Will this be the same for
the positions in the Board of Governors. However, since this proposal requires the ratification of
the Eastern Canada Synod, we
need not concern ourselves for the
next two or three years.
The Athletic Complex proposal
is indead good news; however,
it is long overdue. Meanwhile provisions for true intramural and
inter-residence athletics should!
be initiated without waiting for the
completion of this Complex. For
years intramural sports is sorely
needed, as the winter months
restrict many athletic activities
for campus residents and off
campus people. The Athletic Department has too long paid its
attention to varsity sports and
forget the plight of the ordinary
students. Varsity sports always

had priority; this outrageous favouritism towards hockey, basketball and football players should
have some limits.
One piece of good news is thedate of completion and opening of
the Student Center. We hope for
its speedy completion.
What we quarrel most with
is the proposed change for thee
Alcohol question. This question
should have been amended or
changed as farback as 1950.
In past yeajs student briefs
for changes "were ignored. \ 1
year's petition with 800 signatu
was shelved. Nothing came of it.
With the discussion centering
on the misuse of alcohol, the students are invited to cut their own
throats. In discussing misuse, the
Administration now has concrete
evidence from students themselves why the campus should remain "dry". Perhaps both rnjsuse
and use should be on the agenda.
We have no quarrel with President Peters' policy on drug traffickers on campus. We, too, would
like to see pushers pushed out. A
short high perhaps does not lead
to addiction- or to other potent
drugs, however, reality and all its
problems are still here when the
user comes down. To escape from
problems is not an intelligent away
to solve them. We applaud President Peters' policy on drugs.
However, the tide of abuse with
drugs is here. More needs be done
on this question. And quickly.
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Open Evenings Till 9PM

TOSHIBA PANASONIC
ELECTRA AGS
STEREO RECEIVERS RADIOS
TAPE RECORDERS CASSETTES
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spEAKERS
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'_ M|CROpHONES

A USTIN ELECTRONICS
37 King St. North

743-4562

Waterloo, Ontario

SERVING UNIVERSITIES
FOR

/

YEARS
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Lets see
5 points for a live mosquito? For another 15
points would you believe its also a radio announcer and a
ladybug.

quickies

A collection of cheerful goodies
gleaned from the Carleton
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WEEKLY SPECIALS
UNIVERSITY APPRECIATION DA YS

""*

MONDAY AND TUESDAY
12 NOON TIL 9 P.M.

MlllWW

of Waterloo

ALt 9" PIZZAS 90c

For whites only
It looks as if whites in South Africa are worried about the possibility of a non-apartheid life after death. Or so it would seem after
reading this quote from Munich's "Suddeutsche Zeitung which appeared in the latest edition of Atlas:
"Our Father' may no longer be prayed in schools for coloured
children. The prayer must begin: 'Father, you who are...." Black
children may no longer use the word 'Our"!

"7 A AAA Af% "7

Eat-in And Pick-Up Orders
Only

374 Weber St. N.
At Columbia st. c.

"Come In And See Us"

The great plot uncovered
Time magazine brings us the good news that the claims of Law
Enforcement Agencies about the existence of professional outside
agitators stirring up dissent on college campuses are true. Unfortunately for the law enforcement agencies Time has revealed that
the outside agitators are being put there by thepolice. (See "Tommy
the Traveler", Tjme June 22,)

UNIVERSITY FLYING TRAINING
(U.F.T.)

Survival cuisine

Fall Enrollment

According to Environmental Science and Technology, DDT content
in fish is reduced 55 per cent by deep frying, 36 per cent by broiling,
25 per cent by pan frying, and 11 per cent by baking. Biologists
suggest discarding the cooking oil after frying. There is as yet no
word on mercury contamination cuisine.

GROUND SCHOOL:

Starts September23,l97o, R00m2066 7:30
Math and Computer Building,
University of Waterloo
$15.00 Fee For Course
Movies shown first meeting

FLYING TRAINING:

No membership fee
Solo Rates $11.00/hr., Dual $18.25/Hr.
For Further Information
MAIL IN "CUT-OUT"

The key to peace
From the Chevron at University of Waterloo comes this little
gem: "The Typit Division of Mechanical Enterprises Incorporated
of Virginia recently announced an outstanding contribution to the
cause of world peace and harmony.
"Yes, now you too can have the peace symbol added for a small
extra charge to your typewriter and can use it, as their press
release expounds, 'in your correspondence, on your envelopes and
on club newsletters and handbills'."

-

-

CUTOUT AND MAIL TO U.F.T. CAMPUS CENTRE
trainingI
I will be starting flying

I will be starting ground school

interested in taking the Flying Training and ground
nl amschool
and would like more information.

I

PLEASE PRINT

l

Name

I

Address
Phone No

photo by gingerich

Frosh scavenger hunt winners. Left to right Carol Campbell, Alice Easdale. Carol Angove, Mac Howson, and hunt
organizer L ynn A ckford seated.
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AND HERE'S DICKIE!!
-reprint

from the Peak

Rod Drown
With Nixon on TV so often these days, I feel that
it is inevitable that some network advertising executive will note that the Neilson ratings soar on
such occassions
"Boss," he'll shout "I have a brainstorm!" as he
runs Pall Mall into the executive suite.
"You were wrong about the Edsel, Smith, but
lets hear it anyway."
Smith breaks into a Pepsi-smile and puts a
finger to the side of his perenially prematurely
greying scalp, as if to shoot himself and says "Lets
have a 'Dick Nixon' Show! Isn't it a tough idea,
sir?"
Continuing, Smith in a voice like the Scotia-card
man, says "Think of all the sponsors who would be
willing to advertise if they knew the president was
going to be the host.''
Look, Smith, its an interesting idea, but I don't
like the name" grunts the aging chief.
"Then why not the DICK NIXON COMEDY
HOUR?"
"I don't think the president would be pleased
being billed as some kind of a heavy Bob Hipe.
Smith."
"Perhaps something
controversial like THE
CREDIBILITY GAP"
"We're running a good objective news network
here. Smith, and I don't want any of that Pinko
stuff!"
"Well, why not the WASHINGTON FREAK-OUT
HOUR, the president could show his home movies
of the war."
"You're on the right track for content. Smith "
"He could also advertise Nalley's Potato Chips
by calling them the Crunch heard round the
world."
"That's obscure Smith, people would never know
if we meant the Cambodian operation or the Chips.
Maybe even Amchitka."
"What about Sponsors, sir, we'd have to be sure
not to have any that might cause embarrassment
to the president?"
"Yes, Smith, I hardly think the president would
feel right doing an FDS commercial."
"Maybe Tricia could be a guest sometimes. She
is a groovey chick."
"And William Fulbright might ever appeal and
the president would sign 'Which way you going,
Billy," enthused Smith.

CALENDAR CHANGES
Biology 100 /Frankenstein and Friends
(20( Sex life of Geranium, piecing together zoological irregularities, midnight field trips to
W.R. Ist term, to local cemetaries second term.
Prerequisites Must have seen "King Kong"
twice, or familiarity with ten Boris Karloff
movies.
Textx: The Cell, Marx and Lenin, The Meaning of Biology, Wallace and Maddox The
Hard Cell, Anon.
Business 100 /Dow and Jones
(20) An intermediate course in buck passing and
corporate take-overs, starting with SAC.
Prereq. Must have own "Monopoly" board.
Text:
How to go Bankrupt in 10 Profitable
Ways, Greed.
Chemistry 100 /Various Bearded types
(20) Hints as to the nature of Chemistry, with labs,
designed to undermine chemical fundamentals.
Texts:
Speels, Spells, and Incantations for
University Students, Merlin. Macbeth, Shakespeare.
English 100 /Himmler
(20) Twelfth century Science Fiction as an artform
Papers will be submitted and argued over with
Prof.
Texts: Pamela, Shamela, and other sex books.
Geography 100 /Subject to change.
(20) A collection of announcements, and concepts in
book spreading, accompanied by assorted irrelevant lab instructors.
Prereq: Open
Texts: Earthy Stories, Vavoom Tropic of Cancer,
Millar, Bedtime Stories, Haw dePauw
Geography 461 /Advanced Metaphysical Geography/
lesser know staff.
(20) Discussions as to the necessity of immediate
quantification of the subject matter. Included
are concepts of a Blue Moon.
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Prereq: Geog 20, 30, 44, 37, 42, Math 25, 30, 40,
Physics 20, 30, 40, Chem 20, 22, 30, RS 20, 32,
or permission of the instructor.
Geology 100 /Prof. Doll and a hard core of instructors.
(20) An extensive discussion on a dirty and filthy
topic.
Text: Fun and the Topographic Map, Queens
Printer, Holy Quartz, Batman
Prereq: Must know two verses of "Ballad of
Springhill, N.S." Note for honours course
equivalent see Phys Ed 421; "The Uses of
Silly Putty."
German 100 /
(20) An in-depth study of the works of James Last
and Bert Kaempfert.
Prereq: Must know at least one German drinking song.
Text: None; field trips on the P.U.C. trolley.
History 100 /American Prof. Popeye
(20)

or()or()

A note taking course with side trips into local
architecture, explanations of what happened to
the old building on the cover of the calendar.
Text: "Disney's Wonderful World of Colour",
Sunday Nights.
Math 100 /Lawrence Welk
(25) Your younger brother's arithmetic made easy.
Prereq: Must have watched six episodes of
"Sesame Street"
Text: Lost in Vector Space, Anon
Music 100
Discussions of the influence of modern com(20)
posers on Tiny Tim, Decoding the Moog.
Text: World Harmony, Tricky Dicky
Philosophy 100 /Various Unknowns
(20) Revolutionaries in subdued confrontation with
rationalism, for those not already filled to the
coccyx with metaphysical phraseology.
Prereq: A big dictionary and guts.
Text: Concrete Asthetics made clear.

last minute changes in course
requirements as announced
by adj.

Psychology 100 /Dr. Moronson
An applied course dealing with the hang-ups of
diabetics who cannot take acid because of the
sugar cube.
Text: Two Heads are Better Than One, Leary
Physical Education 123(hup) /Tuffy and lesser gods
(00) No one really knows what happens.
Prereq: Must bring own rubber duck to locker
room.
Text: The Dictionary Made Simple, Dr. Zeuss,
Elements of Browning, Traditional.

Physics 100 /Mr. Spock
(20) An introduction to primitive physics and con
cepts of Alchemy, incompetance, irrelevance
and immateriality. Field work in wave motion
at Grand Bend.
Prereq: Open
Text: Open, but usually closed.
Politics (?) /Staff not yet determined.
(?)
A study of various foreign accents with an
emphasis on meaningless oratory and advanced
baby kissing.
Prereq: ?
Text: ?
Note: not subject to change.
Religious Studies 330 /Misguided Grad students and

others/

Drinking deep of the message of St. Jacobs, in
Loo of the city.
Prereq: Not open to those taking Calculus 231.
Text: Famous Athiests; anon, Christian Ethics:
(U. of T. Press), D. Bryant STB
Sociology 100 /Prof. Thirst and other retreads on staff.
(20) Intended for students to be taken as an introduction to other worthless courses offered.
Prereq: Grade 2 spelling and music.
Text: Is Man Relevant, Farce.
(37)
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Hawks Swept Off Field
Lose 36
John Howe
The Hawks first game last Saturday provided the* information
desired. Although the 36-15 score
brings back memories of a similar
defeat two years ago at the College
Bowl, there were times the Hawks
showed the ability to hold even the
powerful Queen's Golden Gael's
to punting situations.
The near professional calibre
i ■ *he Gaels was evident in both
T
c physical size and play execution. Watching their power sweep
brought back memories of the
Cleveland Browns or the Green
Bay Packers.
From the outset, the Hawks
showed good form, holding the
Gaels to punting situations and

-

capitalizing on a Ted Passmore
punt for a single point early in the
first quarter. Following an interception by John Cater the
Hawks had another chance deep
in Gael territory but failed to
gain even a point on the field goal

attempt.

Early in the second quarter the
Gaels got on the score board
with a punt single. Despite the
numerous penalties accumulated
by Queen's, their passing attack
was evident. They were not the
least bit reluctant to throw the
ball, yet the Hawk defensive backfield was still able to hold its own.
It was not until the Hawks made
a mistake that the Gaels scored
a major. A bad snap from scrim-

15 to Gaels

mage left Passmore holding the
ball deep in his own end with no
time for the punt attempt. With
field position on the Hawk 22 yard
line the Gaels wasted no time hitting Hollingsworth with a pass
that went for the T.D.
The kickoff return by Turnbull
gave the Hawks good position on
their own 45 yardline but the Gaels
forced a fumble finding themselves in a similar situation on the
exchange. The Hawks made another mistake and the Gaels proceeded to capitalize, first with a
passing and running series, then
using Keith Faman to set up and
run the sweep for the final 15yards
of thedrive.
The game was now standing
at 15 to 1 and the Hawks could not
move the ball on the ground. In
the punt exchange, the Gaels began play at the Hawk 53 yard line.
Gael quarterback Cerl Rochette
then threw a first down bomb to
his end, Tom Schaultz, who beat
his man and went for the 53 yard
score. The convert was good for
the third time and the Hawks
found themselves down 22 -1 at the

to effectively run the ball, helped

to a few costly mistakes as well

along by a Gael roughing penalty.
Rookie back Gerry Blacker broke
loose for a 9 yard gain which
showed definite running ability.
The Hawks finished off the drive
with a sheer strength run by Tom
Walker for a 38 yard major. With
the Gael lead halved each squad
of the Hawk team had tallied for
their initial T.D. of the season.
Play resumed its back and
forth nature until the final minutes of play when the Gaels threw
four identical passes to the same
man. The first two were dropped:
the third went for a touchdown
but was called back. The fourth,
resulted in a 47 yard T.D. and the
final scoring play of the game.
At times the Gaels seemed able
to do what they liked yet at other
times they were unable to move
the ball against the Hawk defensive unit. The defeat boils down

as the superior offense of the
Gaels.
Offensively the Hawks were

pathetic. They failed to execute
anything close, to a balanced
attack, and relied primarily on the
running of Tom Walker for 80 of
the 125 yards accumulated on the
ground. The passing attack was
ridiculous, as the Hawks seemed
either unable or unwilling to put
the ball up for grabs. One would
think that there are times when
you must gamble and go to the
air. Very few coaches in football
ever won a game with a total
passing offense of 12 yards.
Granted, the Hawks won't face
a defense like the Gaels in our
league, but the offense will have
to become a little less predictable
if they are to operate successfully
in this year's power-packed
western division of the C.C.I.F.C.

half.

Hawk half back Gerry Blacker on an end sweep

Lockhart regime ends Smith's starts
The serum consists of a very
pleasant and enthusiastic new
personality by the name of Donald
Ray Smith. He comes to us from
University. Although Lockhart the coaching position at Lakewood
left Lutheran with a good reputaHigh School in Hebron Ohio, a
tion for basketball, he had the small burg just short of Columbus.
fortune of coming here He was hired with the recomwhen basketball talent was it its mendation of Athletic Director
peak. Since the national crown Knight, who coached Smith in his
senior year of High School foottnough, basketball started following the stock market, but finally ball in Crooksville Ohio. Coach
we have obtained that much Smith comes to us well qualified
with 3 years as a varsity guard
deeded shot in the arm.
and a Physical Education major
from Fairmont State College in
West Virginia.
Mr. Smith has a very friendly
and straightforward manner about
him and seems quite able to give
W.L.U.'s basketball, its desperately needed facelift. He is very
optimistic in his predictions for
our success this year and hopes
to develop a very fast team with
half court passes and quick baskets. His greetings are extended
to all, and he urges all students
interested, to try out for the team
this coming season. Meeting and
tryout dates will be posted in the

A new basketball era has begun

at W.L.U., with the departure of
Head Coach Howard Lockhart to
greener pastures at Lakehead

Early in the second half the
Hawks began to move the ball
better but the second time the
Gaels got their hands on the ball
they marched the length of the
field using the "Eaman sweep",
and passing plays, finishing the
drive with a four yard run by Keith
Eaman for the score.
Down by 28 points the Hawks
finally tightened up. Late in
the 3rd quarter Gary Jefferies
timed a perfect interception
touchdown for 50 yards. The defense got their first tally of the
year, finished with a successful
convert single by Packer.
The defense finally had their
legs, and held the Gaels in the
fourth quarter, almost intercepting again, The offense fired up by
the defensive touchdown, began

ALI-B SCEENE II BOUTIQUE

Andres Loosberg, Sports Ed.

I would like to welcome all students to another stifling
year of studies. I hope to ease your pains a little this year
by having some very current and up to date sports pages.
Because of registration, lack of staff, and general organized chaos, this weeks pages leave much to be desired and
for this, I Apologize. Starting next week however the content will be greatly increased and you can look forward to
such things as C.F.L. and N.H.L. results and standings,
ski conditions etc. It is my belief that a school paper should
offer a little information on the outside world, along with
news of the school and I hope to fullfill these aims.
Sports Ed.
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Where you will find
all the latest styles
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12 King St. S. 578-7400
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Thurs-Fri 9-9

Daily 9-6
Dejected QB Roy Arnott

HONEST SAM S
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sports pages.
B-Ball coach Smith
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Blacker tackled in the midst of the Gael team

KITCHENER
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friday, September 12,1970
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Anyono Intoroltad is invitad to coma to tho Cord offico any timo
or to thoataff maating Monday at 7*0 p.m. in tha Cord Offico.
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